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Genomic evidence for common ancestry of humans and apes is prompting interest in its
theological implications. In Adam and the Genome Venema describes selected evidence for
evolution and McKnight addresses its exegetical implications. Helpfully Venema also explains
how predictive power and independent lines of evidence increase confidence in evolutionary
theory. McKnight mainly reflects on the historical nature of biblical Adam. These elements are
the focuses in this limited review.

Predictive power and the convergence of independent lines of evidence are important for
evolutionary theory because it cannot be tested experimentally. Venema shows how evolutionary
theory has passed many predictions, but wisely emphasizes that a theory cannot be proved. 

Confidence in a theory also increases, the more independent lines of evidence converge
on the same explanation. Thus evidence from paleontology and embryology (17-18) as well as
from fossils and DNA (37) converge on the theory of evolution. Overall, Venema offers a
balanced sketch of how science works in these cases with some exceptions. 

There are two kinds of independence in lines of evidence. Venema uses one of them.
Similarities in the anatomy and the DNA of a chimpanzee and a human converge on the
conclusion that they have a common ancestor. These lines of evidence are methodologically
independent because they use anatomical and molecular methods to obtain data. But their
convergence is expected because they have a common cause, namely a common ancestor.

Confidence in human evolution would increase if the lines of evidence were causally
independent relative to each other. Consider the use of growth rings and carbon 14 in dating a
tree. If they converge on the same age confidence grows because the causes of annual growth
and radioactive decay are mutually independent. Currently, fossil and genetic lines of evidence
for human evolution are only independent methodologically. Their convergence offers
reasonable support for human evolution. Estimates of minimum effective size of ancient
populations (55, 65) are strong because different methods are causally independent. They
converge on a lower limit of 10,000. 

Another argument for common ancestry as the cause of similarity is the extremely low
probability of accidental similarity. Venema compares human, chimp, gorilla and orangutan
DNA coding for a segment of insulin with 9 leucines and 6 codons per leucine. He provides
531,441 as the number of possible combinations of codons that will code for the nine leucines
(30). This entails the calculation: given 9 items to choose from and 6 items in an arrangement,
there are 96 = 531,441 arrangements that code for 9 leucines. But, should the question not be: in
how many different ways can you arrange 6 codons over 9 leucines? The answer: 69 =
10,077,696 different arrangements each with a likelihood of 1 / 69 . This strengthens Venema’s
argument that random arrangement cannot explain the similarity. There must be a cause and this
cause is common ancestry. 

If, however, this is to be accepted as the present state of knowledge regarding human origins,
Christians have reason to ask what this means for the interpretation of Scripture. In his chapters,
biblical scholar Scot McKnight offers a respectful and honest reading of Adam and Eve in
Genesis (chapter 6), the Jewish world (7) and Paul (8) affirming the primacy of Scripture, but
also being sensitive to students of science. In this, he explicitly challenges the view that



according to the Bible, two actual persons called Adam and Eve, who existed suddenly as a
result of God’s creation, have a biological relationship to all human beings, and who by their sin
and death passed on sin and death in the world; and that therefore, all who deny this historical
Adam, deny the gospel of salvation.

McKnight’s alternative reading of the texts in the cognitive environments of the Ancient
Near East and Second Temple Judaism mainly highlights their literary and theological meaning.
In his view, Genesis 1-3 is entirely focused on the literary, imaging feature of Adam and Eve.
Similar, archetypal views of Adam are found in early Jewish literature and in Romans 5. It might
have been that some of the authors from early Judaism, and also Paul, treat Adam as a historical
human being and humanity’s first parent. But this is characterized as a later development and it
is through Adam as archetype, denoting humanity, that the Bible expresses the continuity
between Adam and his descendants and their sins.

McKnight offers good exegetical arguments for the interpretation of, for instance,
creation and the garden as a temple and inner sanctuary, and for Adam as Everyone, Israel and a
representative of humankind. 

Nevertheless, the conclusion that therefore, the biblical Adam is literary-genealogical and
not historical, does not do justice to the evidence. The description of creation is indeed more
concerned with functional than with material origins. But this does not mean that the texts have
no material implications at all. In a similar way, the primary literary nature and theological
meaning of names, entities, speeches and acts in Gen 1-3 puts the manner in which the story
refers to history into perspective. But these chapters are still part of the biblical historical
narrative of Genesis to 2 Kings. From Gen 4 on, Adam is also a personal name. Hence, the
genealogical substructure of the text, stretching out into the book of Numbers makes it very hard
to deny that the ancient Israelites indeed thought of Adam and Eve as the first human beings in a
historical way, although not in the modern, scientific sense of an absolute beginning. Like the
notes on kingship and urbanism in the Sumerian King List, the remarks in Gen 1-4 on the ‘firsts’
of humankind, marriage, animal husbandry, agriculture, metalworking, music and cities not only
betray antiquarian interest, but also reflect an awareness of a deep historical reality behind the
beginnings of civilization.

Similarly, the early Jewish portraits of Adam from the perspective of Wisdom literature,
the observance of Torah or a Jewish-Hellenistic philosophy in themselves do not clarify to what
extent their authors saw Adam as a historical person. Moreover, the Septuagint and Josephus
offer positive evidence for Jewish readings of Scripture in which the redemptive-historical
aspect is very important. Accordingly, Paul’s understanding of Adam reflects the historical
consciousness of the book of Genesis and its reception in some parts of Second Temple Judaism.
This complicates the book’s conclusion that the biological-genetical explanation of human
origins by science does not conflict with the literary-genealogical Adam of Scripture. It merely
seems that for now Christians reading Scripture after genetic science have to deal with two
different types of information. The parallel between Adam and Christ transforms the created
world, precisely because it touches the realm of history, although the historical implications are
hard to define. However, the results of science and biblical studies are not Truth themselves, but
only human reconstructions. Undoubtedly, new research will lead to new results. Moreover,
Christian scholars may accept that till the end of times, the flaming sword of the cherubim will
prevent them to penetrate into the theological mysteries of pre-Fall humankind.

Exceptions notwithstanding, the book has excellent pedagogy and is easy on the non-
specialist.
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